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I . M .  J O S .  C O U T U R E 

(1929–2015)



We are always halfway there 

when we are here. 
 

FANNY HOWE 

“By Halves”
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I  C O M E  A R O U N D  W I T H  A P P E T I T E  T O  P A R T I E S

An evening carousel of who died, which
winds ribboned down, and the difference
between something bruised or broken.

The treatment is the same. No, it’s not
enough to say you were there, felt it snap,
or shuttered a photo. Instead, run a man’s

finger along your chest and ask, See?
Feel that. Right there? I think it’s broken.
Pain, like living, requires corroboration.

So he palms your left breast and pushes
until it gives. A sound. His opinion.
A hole dug and the declaration

of empty space as something new.
An inverse peak. He confirms what’s already
inside you. Rib dispossessed of its hold,

the punchline out of sync. Meanwhile,
a mine shaft in South America collapses.
A deflation, though you are filling with things

that are not yours. What’s broken rises
like loaves. You’ve been researching
these injuries, this news, for hours.

Tell me I’m right. That there’s a difference
between a spout and funnel. A fracture
and separation. A plane that was cleared to fly

or wasn’t. If the Buk was stolen or given.
Birds kettle and people are kettled.
The kettle I forgot sings a high whistle.
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The dead remain dead except we keep
finding new uses for them. A quartz
of quail’s breast perched on worn gauntlet

can satisfy multiple interests. 
How light the claw that only takes 
What’s offered when offered. We’re told 

every day is a rehearsal. Set the action.
Reach your end point. Reset. Remember
to look up and to the left. You’re running

for your life. The effects will be added
later, but we need your fear now.
They gave me a blue and white dress,

sewed me in, but said I could keep
my own black shoes. Said, If need be,
we’ll cut you out at the end.
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P R O T O T Y P E

Whenever a shadow crawls past, we look 
up. A million years of instinct, the oldest 
unrequited love story retold with a crouch. 
This fear a helical hand-me-down – improvised 
tool for a machine no longer in use. Or an 
alloy egg waiting to crack and become the 
winged thing that flies overhead. In Saint-
Cloud, the holy measure is measured against 
itself and found wanting. Its sisters ripple out 
in cloth and watt while our milk is kept in 
museums. Here on Earth everything stands 
for one thing, or what it used to be. Atomic 
placeholders. When someone dies, we can 
say they were reorganized – moon rock to 
presidential paperweight, or moon rock lost 
among earth rocks, or moon rock catalogued 
and forgotten in equally forgotten cupboard. 
Over time, inevitably, substitutions are 
offered. Changeling economies of spec. There 
are hours that come with a price for having 
seen them. Nightly, the moon cues a dimly 
projected morning. Shut your eyes and hold 
out your hands. Wait for the night deposit of 
your picul, which is not mine. Tell me, how did 
you keep splitting only to become one thing?
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L I S T E N  B E F O R E  T R A N S M I T

After Peter Gizzi

The connection severs itself due to

your finger hovers A pause

inactivity of a predetermined kind

exhalation of the hesitation that

More so to know what

their patterns Confute yourself

who can identify what’s missing 

room unknown to him alone

Buried in you like a tumour for

What we call the good kind

Instructions were mixed Handled 

Who thinks back will end

Losing is in the looking or 

I think I said goodbye

The dial radiates options

it always did It always
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W A T C H E D  B Y  T H E  D R O N E

The delicate piece of technology cost hundreds 
  of thousands of dollars. 
Better than human. 
I think it is a biological imperative. 
So hysterical. 
Apologies for not using the proper scientific term. 
Humour me. 
I am watching a legal webinar on position paper 
  writing that I paid for. 
Welcome to my world. 
Do we all just live in your mind, godhead? 

How is your heart? 
It’s diagnostic, not something that happened 
  to you on the street.
Were you in a fugue state when you did it?
Didn’t he even wonder where she was building the bridges? 
  Did he ask to see them?
And no I am not joking.
The build was most satisfying.

What the fuck is that art behind you? 
I’d never won a door prize in my life. 
I’ve been monitoring my facial expression over the day 
  in relation to headaches. This is me looking 
  at tax forms online.
Now I can just give them a large canyon 
  in a new dimension.
 Easy.
Yes, I am the public. You hadn’t figured that out yet? 
  This whole city is full of empty houses but mine.
Her wealth was an ill-concealed open secret. We knew it 
  when she pulled the billfold from her purse 
  on the streetcar and started counting. 
Is it possible you are not human? 
I am famished.
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F O R E C A S T

After a winter pipe burst, pulped all I’d kept, but if asked, 
could not recall, I became the sort who carried talismans
from countries I did not belong to. The possibilities 
of when a saviour might appear if you knew how 
to summon her mistranslated in the handoff. How gift in Danish 
can mean both poison and marriage. In time, I improvised
my own luck. When a ceramic horse – a gift – broke, 
I kept the largest pieces arranged inside a cracked curio. 
Consulted the remaining leg on matters of finance.
A section of mane on health. A shell of belly I kept tucked 
in the cup of my bra. Predicted that over time 
the sharp edges would buff smooth against my skin
like a chipped tooth tossed to sea and did. 
In turn, the horse asked after weather, wheat futures, tides 
of lotto numbers, what good thing will go bad 
and what bad will turn good. To which I told each piece 
a different outcome. Watched its parts pulse then polarize. 
There came a point when the mare ground herself finely
into dust, laid silent and left me lonely. Later, 
in a grocery store, I stood under the bald fluorescent suns, 
stationed myself at the centre of the abundance, made a wish 
on the jagged Morse of the sensor doors, quietly asked 
the world for more and then, if it was listening, just a little more.
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M I N U S  T I M E

Who were you when you understood the sun
was simply a star? That you, in part, were made
of collapse. You, smallest sun. You’re go for launch.

We could do this all night. We could do this
for a life and still end up exactly here. Who were you
when you understood the sun? How many times

have you lit the kettle’s coil to leave it cold?
Tonight, feeling as uneasy as unlit neon.
You, smallest sun. You’re go for launch.

A power surge brightens the light. Continuity
is constantly being restored. Who were you
when you understood the sun was simply a star?

Flip the kettle’s switch to again hear the flare.
T minus the time it takes you to forget
your intention. You, smallest sun. You’re go.

Walk into the backyard to see your body
radiate, irradiate every face. Who were you
when you understood the sun? You,
smallest one, you’re go for launch. 
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R E D - E Y E

Young uncle, barely old enough to be a father,
invites me, goddaughter, upstairs. To where
the goats were penned last year and are no longer.

For a time, the holds were filled with unwanted
furniture, boxes of what, we didn’t know. A coyote
skull weighing down a hospital-grade baby scale.

Albums of brides who left twenty years ago
and cousins whose whereabouts are tabbed
with thumbnails of headstones. Things

we were done with, or they were done with us,
but we couldn’t let go of like the tarped boats
of Motown summers now beached mid-avenue.

A flat, red bulb hangs above a hatch of hay,
cairns of pellets and the living fur of high holiday
church. Nailed to the wall, two tiny nooses.

I wondered whose necks were so small until
the rabbit’s back feet were slipped in and cinched.
He’s here to show me a trick. How life can be

turned off like a light switch if your finger is
a crowbar. Pink nebula, cosmic spray
across the barn boards. If I look down, I can see

through them like ribs. Somewhere, I read
that barns are red because stars are dying, but cannot
remember why. Here – see – the sky is dented tin.
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A L M A N A C

Breed an irrational hatred of hostas. 
Disappointment the micro-desert was 
greener than expected and bisected with 
a boardwalk, information plaques and 
return ticket. The newspaper shames you 
daily. National writ personal. When you 
feel guilty, google how to make your own 
Big Mac, your own secret sauce. Your 
desire droughts. Think of renting a car and 
travelling south. Marry the man or woman 
– you can’t recall – on the news who spray-
painted their dead lawn green. An enviable 
adherence to restrictions. Did I mention 
the thing about the hostas? Plant seeds – 
Pompeii tomatoes, chives and sweet basil 
– in dollar store dirt pucks that promise 
nothing but deliver. Stand ahead of the 
bet. In each aisle, wager where the lead is. 
Count the hairs in your drain. When the 
house cat eats the chives to the roots and 
pukes for days, punish the plant by putting 
it outside before last frost. In Britain they 
call hostas plantain lilies, but let’s not get 
started on that. The oncoming clouds 
look like pulsing ellipses that disappear 
the promise they pixeled. Sex free-floats 
in heirloom categories. First scoff then 
click. Trust you’ll know what to do in the 
end. Plant your focal points in pleasing 
patterns. Stolons firing. You’re likely to get 
more than you put in if you time it right. 
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       S Q U A L L

                            Treed eighteen-feet high        in a field            once thought owned, 

not rented, now borrowed.       If I let go now,

      what will have me?                            To date, only Earth’s earth,

          but I’m hopeful.                 We’ve already               taught the deer, who arrive

                     sudden as a squall, we can                    appear from above and now

        must teach ourselves. You said,                 Wrong goal. Wrong question.

Watch your step. Don’t fall             on your way up.  You disappeared

      into the treeline cast in the role                      of background,   which is more

          difficult than it looks. So many         working parts,    muffled sounds,

conflicting needs. To root    or be eaten.                        To eat or live

          the morning. It’s hard to act                                                       natural when 

natures differ.                                                                              I think back to my time

on our moon, which was not                                   my time, but I recall it so

       when I like. I dropped                            a small hammer and falcon

                                       feather, wagered  which

would strike ground first           though already knew   the answer. 

                                                   I looked
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       out and Venn’d past and future                 arrivals to find myself

       left with two moons                          and no home. Eventually, you             

reappear with a wave that says,                        Come down, come down.       
                   Your face masked,

                                     mouthless, otherly behind     the crystalline. Mine             

                         the mirror.                                                       Trying to follow

       the path of one flake                                          like trying to nail your eye      
 
to a single tree as the car                                   speeds past. Leaving, I ask                        
      
            if the deer will bolt on sight,

                                  what last chance we have left.                Your answer: it will take       

                                                                                 them time to recognize us

                                                                       as human. We lumber back       
       to the bulrush-stashed truck.

                     With key and flare of gas,    ignite our departure.             
      
                                                    Dressed as nothing
                  
                                to report, dressed as no

                                         answer, dressed in gravity.


